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Intuitive. Performance. Comfort.
Designed in partnership with PearsonLloyd, Routes
is a collection of work tools driven by the concept,
“What do we need, really need, to work efficiently and
well?” The collection is made up of furniture, lighting
and accessories, given fresh yet familiar forms that are
easy to understand and to specify; easy to assemble,
configure and use.
Routes departs from conventional contract furniture
with a toolbox of boldly conceived products that are
simple and able. The collection allows one to build-up
a complete workspace for a small, tight-knit studio or
create casual “pop-up” work hubs across the expanse
of a corporate headquarters. Routes readily adapts
to spaces big and small, to the requirements of an
established enterprise and to the needs of those who
work at home. Agile and mobile, Routes encourages
people to move about and to move their furniture
around, to make or unmake a space in which to think,
meet or create.
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Routes provides a balanced portfolio of highperformance work tools: tables, seating, storage
and screens, as well as accessories, lighting and a
coordinated selection of textiles. The Coat Stand,
Rocking Chair and Table Lamp offer a familiar
residential look and feel. A quirky Three Leg Stool
takes inspiration from a ready-made utility object—a
tractor seat—and offers the user ease of stepping on
or off the stool. A Mobile Soft Screen, Multi-Use
Stool and Adjustable Side Table fulfill the intention
to provide furniture that’s as agile and as robust as
possible.
Infused with a simple, direct functionality, Routes
adds an expressive element through vivid accent colors
Blue Sage and Signal Red. Equally, the seamless bold
curves of tubular steel are among the expressive shapes
that give character to the collection. Routes offers a
radically new profile and materiality for furniture for
work environments.
Economy of means is intentional. Routes is a carefully
considered collection of durable, well-constructed
furniture designed to perform, to last and to be
repurposed at end-of-life. Routes also averts the usual
complexity of choosing and ordering furniture. An
accessible online platform simplifies specification and
expedites product delivery.

casegoods
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byward
Simple. Versatile. Affordable.
Offering a fresh approach to casegoods design, Byward
is about doing more with less. Composed of ten core
products, the collection combines streamlined design,
dimensions and construction to cost-effectively meet
essential needs.

Byward provides a classic built-in look with flexibility
to adjust over time. Lending a familiar residential look
to the office, pieces are scaled to optimize space in
the pared-down footprint of today’s private office or
shared work hub. Cabinets and tower dimensions are
trimmed from a standard depth of 20-24 inches to a
lean 14 inches deep.

Casual, intuitive and easy to use, Byward enables a
range of planning and aesthetic options. All desk and
storage units are freestanding, readily adapting to
changes in workflow or space allocation.
Desks incorporate a power bar and unobtrusive wire
pathways to support technology, keeping wires against
the wall and out of sight. Storage units feature a
signature leather pull and elevated base with shelf,
providing added functional capacity. A Wall Shelf
provides coat hooks and trays to support personal
items.

Byward achieves a high level of fit and finish through
standard material and finish options. Finishes include
Teknion’s Flintwood, Veneer 2/3, and twelve popular
solid colors and wood grain laminates. Accent colors
can also be applied to infuse a touch of personality.
Adding further versatility, Byward integrates with
Teknion Journal and Expansion Casegoods to provide
drawer options, height-adjustable worksurfaces and
additional storage.

Inspired by the heritage of Canadian forestry, the
name Byward pays tribute to the history of Ottawa
and its original name, Bytown. Once a major trading
center for the logging industry and timber products,
Ottawa today is home to the renowned ByWard
Market, one of Canada’s largest public markets.
Defined by a name both contemporary and rich in
tradition, the Byward line of essential wood furniture
projects an image of timeless quality.

seating

visio

metric

Visio elevates the affordable work chair. Simple and
polished, Visio has a lighter scale and a slim, graceful
profile with mesh back that molds to the body for essential
support. A comfortable chair with refined details, Visio
offers discreet ergonomics that suit the corporate or
residential setting.

Metric gives task seating fresh possibilities with a trio
of upholstery concepts – single fabric, dual fabric and
a mixed upholstery option. Unique to Metric, a double
layer of cushioning allows for one fabric to be applied
to the seat and inner back, and a second fabric to the
seat underside and outer back. This distinctive mixed
upholstery option invites expressive combinations of color,
pattern and texture to convey a message or create a mood.

Visio features everything required in a work chair.
Designed to fit most body types, an adjustable lumbar
support bolsters proper alignment and posture. The
seat and arm rests can be raised or lowered while the
seat depth moves forward or back, accommodating
user preferences. The chair back tilts and locks in three
positions or freely reclines, permitting a seamless shift
from one task to another.

Shaped and cushioned for comfort, Metric reveals a
residential influence and flair. The visual experience is
soft and receptive. Function is intuitive and effortless with
simple adjustments for seat height and tilt that adapt to
the task at hand.
Smartly suited to the office or the study, Metric is offered
in all grades of Luum textiles, providing a vast array of
color, fiber and performance choices. The frame finish is
offered in Ebony.

The Visio frame is available in Ebony or Grey. Fabric
choices include Visio Grey or Visio Black, plus ten choices
from the Luum Percept palette, with colors ranging from
warm neutrals to rich, deep tones. Visio achieves a high
level of aesthetics and performance, designed only with
what is essential.
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work spaces

carrier desk
The Carrier Desk is a classic writer’s desk designed
to work well with today’s technology, cleverly
incorporating built-in functionality and commercial
performance. The desk surround keeps tools and
accessories neatly contained, with the option for an
additional desktop riser that creates a second surface.
The Carrier Desk’s slim profile is also suited for the
home, seamlessly blending with residential furniture
and able to fit into a small nook or corner. It is also
designed to be easily shipped and assembled.
Features include:
• 42 inches wide by 24 inches deep
• Desktop Riser is available separately – functions as
a secondary surface on a table or desk and elevates a
laptop/monitor for improved posture
• Integrated charging tray and organizers, lined with
soft felt, store small items and discreetly route wires
for easy cable management
•
•
•
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Desk leg levelers adjust up to one inch
Constructed with laminate surfaces and 		
painted metal legs
Color and finish combinations include:
- Dark Timeless & Classic – Provincial 		
Oak desktop with Foundry Onyx legs
- Warm & Comfortable – Campus 		
Oak desktop with Atrium White legs
- White & Light – Ivory Birch desktop
with Atrium White legs

mini focus den
The Mini Focus Den is a portable, lightweight tabletop
screen that can be placed on existing furniture to
create a mini desktop carrel for focused work. The
Mini Focus Den provides personalized space across
long benching or communal tables in office and
academic environments. It also functions as an add-on
accessory for storage, cable management and to
minimize glare. The Mini Focus Den is also suited
to WFH applications, aiding workers who live in
spaces with no dedicated workspace, or workers using
common shared spaces, achieve a personalized work
area.
Features include:
• Smooth felt material offers acoustic dampening
properties and a soft, tactile experience
• Shelves are offered in three accent colors to 		
coordinate with other furnishings
• Top shelf organizes personal effects, work
tools and gadgets
• Bottom shelf, with smooth felt liner, holds mobile
devices and tucks away items not in use
• Bottom shelf also conceals electrical power bars,
laptop adapters and loose cabling
• Cable tray and pass-thru for wire management

architectural interiors
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architectural interiors - within
Designed for a more adaptable and agile workplace,
WithIn is a simple post-and-beam structure that
defines an interior space. WithIn subdivides the
open plan into different zones, creating areas in
which people can work as a group or personal spaces
that serve a more intensive focus. WithIn creates
an independent framework for both permanent and
transitional spaces, allowing companies to readily
adjust to new work behaviors and patterns.

Expanding the range of design options, WithIn
accepts varied infills suited to purpose and function.
WithIn integrates with Altos and Optos architectural
walls, Altos Light and Desk, the Tek Vue glass
office-front system and Tek Pier, which pairs a wallintegrated worksurface with a monitor. In addition,
the breadth of Teknion’s furniture portfolio allows for
fresh, creative approaches to spaces for gathering or
focusing.

WithIn, together with products from Teknion’s POD
(Privacy on Demand) series, allows a quick response
to changing needs—without incurring the costs
associated with conventional drywall construction,
including the costs of additional building utilities.

Teknion’s extensive Architectural Interiors program
makes it possible to configure workspaces with the
dimensions, function, technology and visual/acoustic
privacy required for an array of possible futures.

studio tk
studio tk - vettore
Vettore is a modular lounge system designed with
classic, tailored sensibilities while offering an efficient
modularity to adapt to evolving flexible work space.
Designed by Toan Nguyen, Vettore configures within
any environment to create intimate lounge settings or
fill spacious public scenarios. Built on a universal base
“stage”, Vettore allows for unlimited user specification
with upholstered or table components to create a
customized sofa to fit their needs. Vettore, Italian for
“vector” or “array”, divides space comfortably and adds
elegance to thoughtful casual work styles.

The selection of individual components allows for
contrasting textiles and finishes for endless possibilities.
Every sofa is custom to every environment. Vettore
avoids the conventional modularity of freestanding
components and adds a visual lightness to a space
through a low profile base.

teknion corporation
in canada
www.teknion.com / for inquiries call 866.Teknion (866.835.6466)
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